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It seems that the jpantek x12 has a pnp and not an I2C device, only the rs-232 device. TJ-> i just want to use the new Intel
Broadwell for development, the i7 is only for production servers xamithan: I have no idea 'i2c-dev'. OerHeks: yes, I've been
reading through the ICL changes to kernel for 4.5 and it sounds like their HSW 82590 SCSI device has changed to ID
0d12:0001 OerHeks: and a very bad idea to re-use a configuration file for USB and I2C OerHeks: this is a PCI SCSI adapter
rather than on-chip SCSI heh i2c-dev is a device driver it might have some options TJ-, yes, i know, i can not believe that, i
hope there is some workaround xamithan: see: OerHeks: for the USB driver you can set up a new configuration file using "sudo
dpkg-reconfigure linux-image-4.5.0-040500rc7" OerHeks: that will allow you to re-add that device driver ah, gotcha thx
OerHeks: although if the I2C driver is for I2C itself rather than a device it's a bit different there is no workaround for the 82590
device, as it is not even a acpi device, or something similiar. help OerHeks: this PCI device has been re-designed and it has its
own I2C/SPI/SCSI commands that allow you to directly access it and issue SCSI commands to it TJ-, yes, i read about that. So,
just remove the USB and i2c drivers from the kernel?
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Sep 19, 2021 - Due to the fact that you can't use PCSX2 without a proper BIOS file, we, the geeks from the gaming pirate site,
decided to go in search of . Sep 26, - PCSX2 1.0.0.3 (v2 beta 2) - is a game engine which allows the creation of games on your
own PC. PCSX2 has been a highly popular game engine since it was released in 2006 and is still being updated to date with new
features. See the latest version of PCSX2 here. 1. Sometimes when I get the message "Error in registry file: c:\\program
files\\pckcx2\\pckcx2.ocx for file: c:\\program files\\pckcx2\\pckcx2.dll" It is also called c:\\program files\\pckcx2\\pckcx2.dll.
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